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Editor’s Corner
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RoR -   Just for the record, could you go through some 
history of time between the break-up of At the Gates and 

Jensen from his work with Seance, or as a friend?  I guess 
I’m also curious as to how you hooked up with Peter 
Dolving, as his work with Mary Beats Jane is very differ-
ent.

-

The Haunted4



RoR -  How has the response been to “The Haunted” so 
far?  Every comment I’ve heard and read has been an 

result?  Would you do anything differently?

RoR -  What is the time frame for the songs?  Are there 
any that are more recent, maybe more indicative of the 
sound direction that The Haunted are going in?

RoR - What is the writing process for the band?  It’s fairly 
detailed as to who wrote what, but there must be some in-
put from each member.  Does this come during formation 

RoR -  You stayed with Earache, and are now pretty com-
monly perceived as their saving grace.  Do you think that 
they will become a strong label again?  How has their 
support for this release been?

RoR - In both At the Gates and The Haunted, the lyrical 
-

ing on poetry.  The use of English is excellent, where do 
the inspirations for this come from?

RoR - Also in the lyrics, the view of life and society is a 
pretty grim one, one that is also sadly right on target.  Is 
there anything in particular which brings such a discour-
aging view on life?  Was this view shared by the band, or 
mostly the lyricists?

-

RoR - The songwriting for At the Gates changed drasti-
-

strings up to Terminal Spirit Disease.  Was Alf Svensson a 
large part of this sound?  Your drumming also seemed to 
be a large part of this change.  You proved that you had 

tightness for Slaughter of the Soul.  Was this intentional, 

-

RoR - To most people that I talk to, Gothenburg is consid-
ered to be a breeding ground for music, being a part of 

perceive the music scene there?  What is an average day 
for yourself there?

RoR - To continue that thought, many only know Sweden 
through the music.  Having toured the world, how do 
you view life in Sweden as compared to other countries?  
Would you ever consider living anywhere else?  Why?  

-

RoR - You must have decided pretty early that music was 
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the direction that you would take your life in, if you can 
recall, what do you remember as being 
especially hard times, and to contrast that 
were there times that made everything seem 
worthwhile?

-

RoR - What are you currently listening to, 
or reading?

RoR - Your brother Daniel also plays drums 
in many Gothenburg bands, but your styles 

both end up playing drums?

-

RoR - Other than music, what other things are keeping 
you busy in life?

RoR - There is a decline in independent record stores here 
in the states due to the larger “chains” forcing them out 
of business.  Because of this, it’s harder to get a lot of the 
more underground stuff.  Mail order and the internet both 

material?

-

them?

RoR - Do you have any closing words of wisdom or 
thoughts you’d like to express?

The Haunted

The Haunted - The Haunted
1998 Earache Records

Peter Dolving - Vocals
Anders Bjorler - Lead Guitar
Jonas Bjorler - Bass Guitar

Jensen - Guitar
Adrian Erlandsson - Drums
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RoR - So where are you guys at in life right now?

RoR - So you guys practice 
every day?

RoR - So you’ve got a set place 

play?

RoR - So, what happens during a normal practice, do you 

-

there is so much going on in every song.

RoR - So when you are setting up a song, do you pick a 
time and say “this is when we stop, or this is where we put 

RoR - So does everybody come from a background of 
completely different musical tastes?  

Soilent Green 7



the same kind of extreme interests as 

RoR - Was this style the idea that the band had for itself 

-

recording, but you guys recorded this in like a week, and I 
would think that would keep a live feel to it.

RoR - So you helped mix this album?

-

RoR - So if one of your strong points is said to be the 
energy that you put out in a live performance, are you 
always psyched to get up there?  Are there times when 

RoR - You guys played the Milwaukee Metalfest, right?

-

Soilent Green8



RoR - There’s a certain motif for the album’s artwork, sort of like the whole Sarah Berhardt series, where did that come 
from?

-

RoR - And that would tie in with the lyrics too...

RoR - You wrote the lyrics, are these to be taken at face value, or metaphorically?

RoR - Then that ties back into the artwork where the period was the 19th 
century and things that were shown on the surface were very different than 
what was going on in society.

-

Soilent Green 9



RoR - On that note, how do you feel about people that are 
virtual shut-ins, living their lives through their comput-
ers?

RoR - Do you think that’s an attractive lifestyle, or that 
people are being molded into it?

RoR - How is the pace of life in New Orleans, is it slower 
than in a larger city?  How do you deal with work and 
practice?

RoR - If it’s not fun, then you have to ask yourself why 
you’re even doing it...

RoR - If you could look into the future, where do you see 
Soilent Green going?

Louis Benjamin Falgoust - Vocals
Brian Patton - Guitar

Donovan Punch - Guitar
Scott Williams - Bass

Tommy Buckley - Drums

Discography

Pussysoul - 1994 Dwell Records
A String of Lies - 1998 Relapse Records

Sewn Mouth Secrets - 1998 Relapse Records
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of Mercenary.  Before I start my barrage of questions, is 
there anything in particular you wanted to talk about?

in the past?

-

-
gel.  That tour was cancelled.  Was that agents, again?

and ten years, even with all the crap, there are a lot of 
fans.

in the genre.  Why aren’t there any Bolt Thrower copy 
bands?  Why hasn’t anyone tried to follow in your foot-
steps?

-

Bolt Thrower 11



-

born.  Do you think that In Battle.. was over the top for the time or more of a progressive move for Metal?

each album.  It seems that Mercenary is kind of a “plateau” for that progression.  Are you receiving criticism for that?

-

Bolt Thrower



some problems with Martin Van Drunen.

Vocals by Karl Willets on all albums, 
drums by Andy Whale on all albums 

except Mercenary

Current Line-up

Dave Ingram - Vocals
Barry Thomson - Guitar

Gavin Ward - Guitar
Jo Bench - Bass

Alex Thomas - Drums 

Bolt Thrower Selected Discography

In Battle There is No Law - 1988 Vinyl Solutions
Realm of Chaos - 1989 Earache Records

Warmaster - 1990 Earache Records
The Fourth Crusade - 1992 Earache Records

...For Victory - 1994 Earache Records
Mercenary - 1998 Metal Blade Records

Bolt Thrower 13



Destiny’s End - Breathe Deep the Dark 1998 Metal Blade Records

14Destiny’s End

-

-



DARKANE

-

RoR - Could you go over some of the history of the 
members of Darkane?  I know that you have played in 
many different bands, have the other members?  How did 
Darkane come about? 

-

-
-

-

-

RoR - Did you know Chris Amott before Armageddon? 
Was he the person that contacted you about Arch Enemy?

RoR - One more Arch Enemy question...  Your playing 
has a very distinctive style, and you were credited with 

overall feel of the album was completely different, was 
this result of different rhythms, a change in songwriting, 
or a combination of those two factors?  Was it known 
beforehand that Daniel Erlandsson would return to Arch 
Enemy after the Eucharist album?

Darkane 15



-

RoR - As of now, only knowing the two Darkane songs 
from the WAR dance compilation, the style seems to be 
more aggressive than the standard “melodic” Swedish 
Sound, with a slight bend towards satanism in the lyrics. 
Did the new vocalist change this sound?  If so, how?

-
-

RoR - Now that WAR  records is being distributed by 
Relapse in the United States, is it possible that the WAR 
bands will be able to tour over here?  If you could, would 
you tour over here?  Would it be worth the emotional and 

-

RoR - You mentioned that you work in a music store, 
many people seem to think that most bands can support 
themselves solely by playing and selling records, what’s 
an average day for you or the band?

-

Darkane16



basically bands seem so limited in what they are allowed 
to produce that they release songs which may have a “dif-
ferent” sound as another band.  Do you feel that it dilutes 
or enhances the music scene?

RoR - How is the music scene where you are now?  I live 

play.  I  never realized how important seeing live music 
was for my playing until I moved here.

-

RoR - How do you see the internet affecting the music 
world in the next ten years?

-

RoR - How was working with Daniel Bergstrand, and the 
whole recording process in general?  Is he pretty open 
to input?  One cool thing about July 1999 is the delayed 
snare hit at the beginning of the track.  Who comes up 
with those ideas?  It really turns something which could 
have been ordinary into an interesting twist...

-

-

Darkane 17



RoR - What plans do Darkane have for July 1999?  What direction do you see the band taking? 

RoR - Any words of wisdom for those about to rock?  Or for maybe someone who wanted to travel through Sweden on a 
backpacking tour?

Darkane

Darkane - Rusted Angel
1999 WAR Records

Christofer Malmstrom - guitar
Peter Wildoer - drums
Jorgen Lofberg - bass
Klas Ideberg - guitar

Lawrence Mackrory - vocals 

When in Hawaii...

Be sure to visit A Black Cat Tattoo

Igor Mortis

b l a c k c a t @ h a w a i i .

137 Hekili Street
K a i l u a ,  H I  

(808) 263-5355



Anacrusis

damn cool to have Ken Nardi from Anacrusis Anacrusis

Screams and Whispers Anacrusis titles are 
can

Anacrusis

Remnants of Reezon Anacrusis
http://www.geocities.com/~reezon/anacrusis.html

SUFFERING HOUR
Annihilation Complete

Suf-
fering Hour

Metal Forces

Suffering Hour

Heaven’s Flame
Anacrusis

-

Anacrusis
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Black Sabbath’s
S.H

-

Spinal Tap

Suffering Hour

REASON
Suffering Hour Reason

Anacrusis

-

Reason Pink Floyd The Wall

-
Suffering Hour

Anacrusis



Disintegration The Cure Disintegration and Reason have the same sort of  

Anacrusis

Reason

Suffering Hour

for D.R.I.

Anacrusis still 

Reason
-

Suffering Hour
Reason

Suffering Hour after Reason

Reason

Spinal
Tap  The History of Anacrusis
to be continued next issue...
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SOIL

-

RoR - I can see some reasoning behind pairing you up 
with Skinlab based on sonic structure, but they seem a 
little more industrial based.  How did that tour turn out 
for you guys?  What way, if at all, do you think that the 
sound of the band changed as a result of touring? 

Photo courtesy of MIA Records

RoR - How did you get hooked up with Steve Albini?  
Was that a personal choice?  I know his roots are in the 
Chicago area...  What do you think he brought into the 
studio?  What can people expect from the full-length in 
comparison to El Chupacabra?  How was the recording 
process in general, any interesting anecdotes you’d like to 
share? 

-

-

Soil



Alice in Chains, and some of the New Orleans swamp 
metal that’s been kicking around down there.  Are there 

of all of your individual tastes?  Who usually comes up 
with the ideas, or is it a group effort?  What role does 
each member play in Soil? 

-

-

-
-

RoR - The bio says that you’re getting ready for a pretty 
extensive tour.  Are there any expectations for this?  Is 
there any place in particular that you have wanted to 
play?  What will you change for this tour based on your 
past live experiences? 

-

RoR - To my ears, Soil’s overall sound sits in the middle of 
rock and metal, yet the artwork and lyrics would push the 
band further from the mainstream.  Have you ever had to 
modify your style based on outside opinions?  Would you 
change if it meant that you could become a more popular 
band?

-

Soil



RoR - In your opinion, where is the future of music going?  If you could help shape it, what would you do?  How would 

-

RoR - You’re a relatively new band, for those people that 
haven’t heard you, how would describe yourselves?  To play 
the Devil’s Advocate, why do you think that people should buy 
a Soil record over everything else that’s out there? 

Soil

Soil - El Chupacabra
1998 M.I.A. Records

Ryan McCombs - Vocals
Shaun Glass - Guitar
Adam Zadel - Guitar

Tim King - Bass
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ROR - So how do you see the band, do you see it as two 
different bands, or more as a natural progression?

-

ROR - So, what do you think about this whole Clinton 
thing, with the Starr Report?

ROR - I kinda like how he tried to play the “I have a 

know.

ROR - So, I guess I wanted to prepare for this a little bit, 
so I went back and listened to all the old GC stuff again, 

albums.  I wondered how you felt when you look back in 

Geffen was trying to make it big.  They had you guys, 
probably the best artists on there, and they didn’t know 
what to do with you.

Galactic Cowboys 25



lot, like, the youthful outer space themes moved aside for 
an angrier, cynical side.  Maybe it’s Obvious...

ROR - Well, especially with Machine Fish.  I kinda fol-
lowed it on the internet, it was like you guys kinda got 
turned around.  Then, you came out with a really per-

artwork on there, and then, instead of being about third 
person stuff it’s more about what you guys were feeling at 
the time.

ROR - I wondered if also if some of the “Astronaut on 
Earth” theme was a metaphor for alienation or feeling 

I like the end of Where are you Now when you go back 
and call your old high school classmates.

-

ROR - It feels like you guys have always been progres-
sive, and different than anything else, but it wasn’t forced.  

naturally went against the grain.  You got signed to Metal 
Blade a few years ago, and came out with a real heavy al-
bum, but now, Metal Blade’s recently signed a lot of black 

metal, and you guys came out with an album that’s more 
reminiscent of The Beatles, with a lot of medley.

ROR - Package...

ROR - So, I guess corpsepaint would be out of the ques-
tion, huh?

ROR - You might have lucked out, because if there was 
like one other band that I could compare you guys to, it 
would be King’s X.

-

ROR - And you’re touring with them again...

ROR - I guess for inspiration it would be nice to get out 
there with some other people doing different things.

ROR - Do you think it’s the industry’s fault, I mean, you 
go into any store, and you see maybe ten new bands, and 
they all sound say, like what they’re calling retro metal 
now.  Or ten new bands that are all cookie cutter black 
metal.  Do you think that there are really that many bands 

-
ing what they think is hot?

Galactic Cowboys
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-

ROR - They’ll go a one record deal and then get dropped when it’s not hot anymore.

ROR - But, so you think they’re really surprised when that happens?

ROR - Well, I hope that there are enough people that can appreciate the creativity and break out 
from the norm to keep you guys in business, which is unfortunately what has to 
happen.

ROR - Well, there’s something extra there, be- cause
there are certain bands, and you guys are one of them, that 
when you put on one of there albums, you’re brought back 
to “that” time when you got the album.  Not many bands 

ROR - Have you heard the band Voivod at all?

ROR - That’s another band I think of in this 
regard.



ROR - Every album is completely different, but they’ve 

their “target” audience.  

-

ROR - Do you think some of it is the venues?  Because 
it seems as though a lot of local mid-sized places are 

play a bar.

-

-

ROR - How many different movies do we need to see 
with the same story?

-
-

ROR - Yeah, god forbid you get to think in a movie.

ROR - It’s like a fear of taking chances.  They know 
what they have to make.  Somebody is always afraid 

ROR - One of the cool things was that I liked that you 
started putting your artwork on the albums.  To me that 
was another personal factor to the band.

one on Metal Blade, or was there maybe more artistic 
freedom?  

ROR - So, are you guys getting psyched up to tour again?

Galactic Cowboys

Galactic Cowboys - At the End of The Day
1998 Metal Blade Records

Monty Colvin - Bass, Vocals
Ben Huggins - Vocals, Guitar, Harmonica

Wally Farkas - Guitar
Alan Doss - Drums
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Reviews

Amon Amarth - Once Sent from the Golden Hall
  (8.25 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

Arch Enemy - Stigmata  (9 out of 10)
1998 Century Media Records

the overall sound of this 

the closest in sound to their 

-

Reviews



Benumb - Soul of the Martyr  (5 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records

Beseech - ...from a Bleeding Heart  (71/2 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

Cannibal Corpse - Gallery of Suicide  (8 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

Covenant - Nexus Polaris  (9 out of 10)
1998 Nuclear Blast Records

Cradle of Filth - Cruelty and the Beast  (8 out of 10)
1998 Music for Nations Records

Reviews



-

Dark Funeral - Vobiscum Satanas (8 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

Death - The Sound of Perserverence (9 out of 10)
1998 Nuclear Blast Records

-

-

-

Cryptopsy - Whisper Supremacy (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Century Media Records

-

Dan Swano - Moontower  (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Black Mark Records
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-

Destiny’s End - Breathe Deep the Dark   (7 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

1998 Metal Blade Records

The Dillinger Escape Plan - Under the Running Board
(8 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records

Fates Warning - Still Life  (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

Reviews



God Dethroned - The Grand Grimoire  (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

-

Gorguts - Obscura  (7 out of 10)
1998 Olympic Records

Hammerfall - The Legacy of Kings  (8 out of 10)
1998 Nuclear Blast Records - Review by Rob

The Haunted - The Haunted  (8.75 out of 10)
1998 Earache Records

-

-
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-

-

Incantation - Diabolical Conquest  (7 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records

-

-

In Ruins - Four Seasons of Grey  (8 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records - Review by Rob

King Diamond - Voodoo  (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

Labyrinth - Return to Heaven Denied  (7 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

Meshuggah - Chaosphere  (9 out of 10)

Reviews34



1998 Nuclear Blast Records

-

Mortician - Zombie Apocalypse  (7 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records

-

Naglfar - Diabolical  (9 out of 10)
1998 WAR Records

-

-

Nasum - Inhale/Exhale  (6 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records

-

-
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that there are numerous 

talent and sheer amount 

Nile - Amongst the Catacombs of Nephren-Ka  (8 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records

-

Opeth - My Arms, Your Hearse  (10 out of 10)
1998 Century Media Records

-

Prophanity - Stronger than Steel  (7 out of 10)
1998 Blackend Records 
- Review by Rob

-

Reviews



The Quiet Room - Introspect  (8 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

Sacred Steel - Reborn in Steel  (5 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records

-

Samael - Exodus  (5 out of 10)
1998 Century Media Records

Sentenced - Frozen  (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Century Media Records

-

-

Soilent Green - Sewn Mouth Secrets  (8 out of 10)
1998 Relapse Records
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Suffocation - Despise the Sun  (7 out of 10)
1998 Vulture Records

Warrior - Ancient Future  (7 out of 10)
1998 Metal Blade Records - Review by Rob

Witchery - Restless and Dead (8 1/2 out of 10)
1998 Necropolis Records

-
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